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Real-Time Selfie Video Stabilization
ANONYMOUS AUTHOR(S)
Fig. 1. Our method stabilizes selfie videos using A© background feature points and foreground face vertices in each frame. B© The two-branch stabilization
network infers C© the moving least squares (MLS) warping for each frame. D©We show the face and background motion of the input vs. our stabilized result.
For visualization only, the background tracks are computed from the translation component of the homography between consecutive frames. The face tracks
are computed from the centroid of the fied face vertices in each frame.
We propose a novel real-time sele video stabilization method. Our method
is completely automatic and runs at 26 fps. We use a 1D linear convolutional
network to directly infer the rigid moving least squares warping which
implicitly balances between the global rigidity and local exibility. Our
network structure is specically designed to stabilize the background and
foreground at the same time, while providing optional control of stabilization
focus (relative importance of foreground vs. background) to the users. To
train our network, we collect a sele video dataset with 1005 videos, which
is signicantly larger than previous sele video datasets. We also propose a
grid approximation method to the rigid moving least squares warping that
enables the real-time frame warping. Our method is fully automatic and
produces visually and quantitatively beer results than previous real-time
general video stabilization methods. Compared to previous oine sele
video methods, our approach produces comparable quality with a speed
improvement of orders of magnitude.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Sele videos are pervasive in daily communications. However, cap-
turing high quality sele video is still a challengewithout specialized
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stabilization devices like gimbals or sele sticks, which is not con-
venient, and may not even be allowed in some cases. On the other
hand, from the perspective of soware algorithms, sele video stabi-
lization is also challenging. In general, there are three major steps in
video stabilization algorithms. e rst step is to detect the motion
in the input video. Sele videos have a signicant foreground oc-
clusion imposed by face and body, which is a common limitation of
video stabilization algorithms since tracking the frame motion using
feature points or optical ow is dicult in the presence of large
occlusion. e second step is to replan/stabilize the motion. In sele
videos, the motions in foreground/background regions are usually
very dierent. Existing sele video stabilization methods like (Shi
et al. 2019) aim to stabilize the face. However, stabilizing according
to only foreground results in signicant shake in the background,
and vice versa. e third step is the warping of the stabilized frames.
For sele videos, the users tend to be sensitive to distortion on the
human face. is requires high rigidity in the foreground warping
while maintaining the exibility in the background warping.
Critically, consumer applications like sele video stabilization
require a signicantly fast or even real-time online algorithm to be
practical. is rules out most video stabilization algorithms requir-
ing high overhead pre-processing like SFM (Liu et al. 2009), optical
ow (Choi and Kweon 2020; Liu et al. 2014; Yu and Ramamoor-
thi 2019) and future motion information (Grundmann et al. 2011;
Liu et al. 2011). A previous sele video stabilization method (Yu
and Ramamoorthi 2018) is an optimization based method and can-
not achieve real-time performance. Although another sele video
stabilization work Steadiface (Shi et al. 2019) achieves real-time
performance, it only stabilizes according to the face motion and no
eort is made to stabilize the background. Additionally, their work
also requires gyroscope information.
In this paper, we propose a novel learning based real-time sele
video stabilization method. Our method is fully automatic and
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requires no preprocessing and user assistance. e method is de-
signed to tackle the challenges discussed above. An overview of our
method is shown in Fig. 1. To achieve real-time performance, our
method is purely 2D video stabilization, meaning that our method
only depends on the motion of sparse 2D points detected from input
video (Fig. 1 A©). is makes our method signicantly faster than
the oine sele video stabilization (Yu and Ramamoorthi 2018). In
the rst step, we avoid the occlusion problem by training a seg-
mentation network to infer the foreground regions and remove the
feature points in the foreground. To take foreground motion into
consideration, we use the 3DDFA (Zhu et al. 2019) to t a 3D mesh
to video frames. To warp the original frames into stabilized frames,
we use the rigid moving least squares (MLS) (Schaefer et al. 2006)
(Fig. 1 C©). One useful property of MLS warping is that it preserves
the original shape of regions that lack warp nodes. In our method,
we directly use the background feature points as the warp nodes so
that the face shape remains undistorted.
e core of our method is the stabilization network (Fig. 1 B©).
e network generates the displacement of the warp nodes from
the input face vertices and feature points, so that motions of both
the foreground (represented by face vertices) and the background
(represented by feature points) are minimized. We also design the
network structure so that the user can optionally control the degree
of stabilization of the foreground and background on the y. Unlike
traditional neural networks that use activation layers to introduce
non-linearity, our network only contains linear convolutional lay-
ers to maintain the linearity relation between the input feature
point scale and output warp node displacement scale. Although our
network ultimately represents a linear relationship between input
feature points and the displacement of output warp nodes, direct
optimization for this linear relationship is prohibitive in terms of
computational eciency and accuracy (Table 3)1. Training a linear
network instead makes the problem tractable, which is similar to
how optimizing over non-linear network weights has regularized
optimization problems in video stabilization (Yu and Ramamoor-
thi 2019) and other domains (Lempitsky et al. 2018) in previous
works. In Sec. 6.4, we will justify this unconventional design by
quantitatively comparing the results with the network trained with
activation layers.
e contribution of our paper includes: 1) A novel sele video
stabilization network that enables real-time sele video stabilization.
Our network directly infers the rigid moving least squares warp
from the 2D feature points, stabilizing both the foreground face
motion and background feature motion (Sec. 3.1 and Sec. 3.2). In
Sec. 4.3 we will show that the structure of our network allows an
optional online control of stabilization focus. In Sec. 6.4 we will
show that our network structure with only linear layers leads to
a beer result compared to a traditional network structure with
activation layers, implying that deep linear neural networks can
outperform traditional neural networks in certain scenarios.
2) Grid approximated moving least squares warping that works at
a real-time rate. For our method, the MLS algorithm with hundreds
of warp nodes requires a signicant amount of time to warp a frame.
We use a sparse grid to approximate the MLS warping (Sec. 5) that
1Note that the objective function we use is non-linear, so a non-linear optimizer needs
to be used in any case, rather than simple linear least squares solvers.
Fig. 2. The pipeline of our method. A©We first detect the foreground regions
of the input video frame. B© The motion of the background is tracked using
feature points. C© The foreground motion is tracked using 3D face vertices. D©
We train a stabilization network to infer the displacement of the MLS warp
nodes. Finally, we use a grid to approximate the MLS warping and generate
the stabilized frame.
improves the warping speed by two orders of magnitude. Our entire
pipeline is able to stabilize the video at 26fps.
3) A novel large sele video dataset with per-frame labeled fore-
ground masks. We will discuss the details of our dataset in Sec. 4.1.
e dataset enables the training of the foreground detection net-
work and the stabilization network in our paper. We will make our
dataset publicly available for face and video related researches.
2 PREVIOUS WORK
While video stabilization has been extensively studied, most of the
works belong to the oine video stabilization category. e major
reason is that most video stabilization methods rely on temporally
global motion information to compute the warping for the current
frame. Recent works using global motion information include the
L1 optimal camera paths (Grundmann et al. 2011), bundled camera
paths (Liu et al. 2013), subspace video stabilization (Liu et al. 2011),
video stabilization using epipolar geometry (Goldstein and Faal
2012), content-preserving warps (Liu et al. 2009) and spatially and
temporally optimized video stabilization (Wang et al. 2013). ese
works all involve the detection of feature tracks and smoothing un-
der certain constraints. Some works use optical ow (Liu et al. 2014;
Yu and Ramamoorthi 2019) or video coding (Liu et al. 2017) instead
of feature tracking as the motion detection method. However, they
still inherently require future motion information for the global
motion optimization.
One may argue that these global optimization based video stabi-
lization methods can be easily modied to online methods by ap-
plying a sliding window scheme. However, note that methods like
bundled camera paths (Liu et al. 2013) only smooth tracks formed
by feature points. Falsely detected features can easily aect the
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optimization, especially when the window size is small. Moreover,
(Liu et al. 2013) requires global motion information to achieve the
reported result. One can expect performance to decrease if a short
sliding window is applied. In Sec. 6 we will show that (Liu et al.
2013) already generates inferior results than ours using the entire
video (Fig. 11 and Fig. 12). As we will discuss in Sec. 4, our pipeline
considers all feature points in a window as a whole; the feature
points are not only temporally related but also spatially related.
Note that this makes the objective function non-linear, thus we
cannot simply use the least squares optimization of (Liu et al. 2013).
Moreover, our network contains several downsample layers, which
eectively blend feature points. is makes our network robust to
individual erroneous features, and it generates satisfactory results
with a short 5-frame sliding window.
Deep learning has also been applied to video stabilization in
some works. ese aempts include using adversarial networks to
generate stabilized video directly from unstabilized input frames (Xu
et al. 2018) and estimate a warp grid from input frames (Wang et al.
2019). ese methods are dicult to generalize to videos in the
wild. Other learning based works (e.g., (Choi and Kweon 2020))
iteratively interpolate frames at intermediate positions. ese works
still require optical ow and are prone to artifacts at moving object
boundaries.
Some works are more related to the sele video stabilization
context. An existing sele video stabilization method (Yu and Ra-
mamoorthi 2018) uses the face centroid to represent the foreground
motions while stabilizing the background motions. However, their
method uses the optical ow to detect the background motion and
the foreground mask, which is computationally expensive for real-
time applications. eir method is also based on global motion opti-
mization, which makes it impractical in online video stabilization.
Our method does not require the dense optical ow computation
and does not require future motion information, therefore is more
ecient than their method.
Steadiface (Shi et al. 2019) is an online real-time sele video
stabilization method. ey used facial key points as the reference
and the gyroscope information as auxiliary to stabilize human faces.
However, their approach uses simple full-frame transformation to
warp the frame, which cannot compensate for non-linear distortion
like rolling shuer. Our method uses grid-basedMLSwarping which
provide exibility to handle non-linear distortions. Our method also
models the face motion more accurately using a face mesh instead
of face landmarks in (Shi et al. 2019). Due to these limitations,
Steadiface (Shi et al. 2019) will not produce results comparable with
ours by simply adding a hyperparameter to control foreground and
background stabilization like our method. We will show that the
quality of our results is signicantly beer than Steadiface (Shi et al.
2019) in Fig 13(b) and the supplementary video.
MeshFlow (Liu et al. 2016) is an online real-time general video
stabilization method. ey use a sparse grid and feature points to
estimate the dense optical ow. However, as a general video stabi-
lization method, they do not consider the foreground/background
motion and the large occlusion imposed by the face and body. is
reduces the robustness in the context of sele videos.
Table 1. Notations in the paper
Symbols Explanation
t Frame index
Mt Foreground mask
Pt Background feature points
Qt Correspondence of Pt−1 in frame t
Ft Face vertices
Q̂t Target coordinate of Qt
v Coordinate of a pixel
W (v;Qt , Q̂t ) Rigid MLS warping function
v̂ Warped coordinate of pixel v
qi ith column of Qt
wi MLS weight of qi,t to pixel v
α MLS parameter
c Weighted centroid of Qt
ĉ Weighted centroid of Q̂t
q∗i Vector from c to qi,t
q̂∗i Vector from ĉ to q̂i
Ai Transformation matrix of q̂∗i
gj jth grid vertex
G Grid vertices enclosing v
D Bilinear weights of v with respect to G
In Sec. 6, we will compare our result with sele video stabiliza-
tion (Yu and Ramamoorthi 2018), Steadiface (Shi et al. 2019), Mesh-
Flow (Liu et al. 2016) and the state-of-the-art learning based ap-
proaches (Choi and Kweon 2020; Wang et al. 2019). We also compare
with the bundled camera path video stabilization (Liu et al. 2013)
representing a typical oine general video stabilization method as
the reference.
3 OVERVIEW OF ALGORITHM PIPELINE
Our pipeline is shown in Fig. 2. e pipeline consists of three major
parts: motion detection, stabilization and warping. In this section,
we will introduce these parts separately and provide an overview of
the sele video stabilization process. We summarize the notations
used in our paper in Table. 1. e training of the neural networks
mentioned below will be discussed in Sec. 4.
3.1 Motion Detection
As discussed in Sec. 1, for sele videos, we seek to stabilize the
foreground and background at the same time. erefore, both the
motion of the face and the background need to be detected. To
distinguish the foreground and the background, we rst use a pre-
trained foreground detection network to infer a foreground mask
Mt whereMt = 1 represents the foreground region of frame t . We
show a sample foreground mask in Fig. 2 A©. e details regarding
the foreground detection network will be discussed in Sec. 4.2. For
the background region whereMt = 0, we use the Shi-Tomasi corner
detector(Shi and Tomasi 1994) to detect feature points in a frame and
the KLT tracker to nd their correspondences in the next frame, as
shown in Fig. 2 B©. We uniformly sample 512 feature points for each
frame, since fewer feature points cannot provide enough coverage
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Fig. 3. The warping strategy of our method. In the shown frames, the back-
ground feature points marked with the same color are in correspondence. The
feature points marked with grid paerns are the warp nodes. The arrows rep-
resent the MLS warping operation. During the stabilization, both the feature
points Pt and the face vertices Ft are warped by the warp nodes Qt .
ALGORITHM 1:e rigid MLS warping algorithmW (v;Q, Q̂)
Input :Source coordinates of a pixel v, source node
coordinates Q and target node coordinates Q̂
Output :Target coordinates of a pixel v̂
for i ← 1 to 512 do
wi = 1/|v − qi |2α
end
c =
(∑512
i=1wiqi
)
/
(∑512
i=1wi
)
ĉ =
(∑512
i=1wi q̂i
)
/
(∑512
i=1wi
)
for i ← 1 to 512 do
q∗i = (qi − c)T q̂∗i = (̂qi − ĉ)T
Ai = wi
( q∗i
−q∗i⊥
) (
v − c − (v − c)⊥) ,
where ⊥ is an operator on 2D vector (x ,y)⊥ = (−y,x)
end
v̂ = |v − c|
(∑512
i=1 Ai q̂
∗
i
)
/∑512i=1 Ai q̂∗i  + ĉ
of frame regions and more feature points will make the pipeline
less ecient without signicant improvement in warping quality.
We will visually compare the dierent number of feature point
selections in Sec. 6. We denote the selected feature points in frame
t as Pt ∈ R2×512. eir correspondences in frame t + 1 are denoted
as Qt+1 ∈ R2×512.
To detect the motion of the foreground, we t a 3D face mesh to
each frame using 3DDFA proposed in (Zhu et al. 2019). An example
of a ed 3D face mesh is shown in Fig. 2 C©. As in the background,
we uniformly sample 512 face vertices to represent the face position
in a frame. Furthermore, we only consider the 2D projection of the
face mesh in our method. In this paper, we denote the selected face
vertices as Ft ∈ R2×512, where t represents the frame index.
3.2 Stabilization
To stabilize the video, we use the rigid moving least square(MLS)
warping(Schaefer et al. 2006) to warp the frames. In Fig. 3, we depict
the warping strategy of a video sequence. e moving least square
warping requires a set of warp nodes for each frame t . We use the
correspondences of detected feature points, i.e., Qt , as the warp
Fig. 4. Our selfie video dataset. From le to right: color frame, ground truth
foreground mask, background feature points, face mesh.
nodes for frame t (marked by green grid dots in Fig. 3). Besides
all the pixels in frame t , the feature points Pt (blue dots) and the
face vertices Ft (orange dots) are also warped by Qt during the
stabilization to reect the change of their positions.
Denote the target location of the warp nodes as Q̂t , then the
rigid MLS warping operation (shown as the arrows in Fig. 3) can
be wrien as a functionW (v;Qt , Q̂t ), where v is a pixel/feature
point/face vertex to be warped. Denoting each column of a matrix
Qt as qi,t ∈ R2×1 where i ∈ [1, 512], the rigid MLS warping proce-
dure is dened by a series of computations in Algorithm 1. Since
the MLS warping is not related to the time dimension, we omit the
time subscript t for simplicity. In Algorithm 1, we use relatively
small α = 0.3 to maintain a smooth warp eld and avoid artifacts.
In this paper, we propose a convolutional neural network (Fig. 2 D©)
to infer the displacements of warp nodes Q̂t − Qt . In Sec. 4.3, we
will discuss the training of this stabilization network.
3.3 Warping
Although the MLS warping can achieve real-time warping with a
relatively small number of warp nodes, in our application, warping
with hundreds of warp nodes is both time and memory inecient.
With our implementation of GPU accelerated MLS warping, with
512 warp nodes, a frame of size 448 × 832 must be divided into 16
blocks in order to be t in a NVIDIA 2080Ti GPU’s memory and
the warp speed is approximately 1s/frame. is makes it prohibitive
for real-time applications. To address this issue, we use a grid
to approximate the MLS warp eld. is approximation enables
real-time performance of our method and yields high-quality visual
results. In Sec. 5, we will demonstrate the details of the grid warping
approximation.
4 NETWORK
In this section, we discuss the details regarding the stabilization net-
work and foreground detection network. We rst present our novel
sele video dataset (Sec. 4.1), then discuss details of the foreground
detection network (Sec. 4.2) and stabilization network (Sec. 4.3).
Finally, we introduce a sliding window scheme to apply our stabi-
lization network to arbitrarily long videos (Sec. 4.4).
4.1 Dataset
Although large scale video datasets like Youtube-8M (Abu-El-Haija
et al. 2016) have been widely used, public videos with continuous
presence of faces are dicult to collect. We propose a novel sele
video dataset containing 1005 sele video clips, which is signi-
cantly larger than existing sele video datasets proposed in (Yu and
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Fig. 5. Examples of the foreground mask detected with our trained foreground
detection network.
Ramamoorthi 2018)(33 videos) and (Lin et al. 2019)(80 videos). We
rst manually collect long vlog videos captured with mobile devices
from the Internet. In these videos, we aim to locate the clips that
have stable face presence. We use the face detector from Dlib (King
2009) to detect faces in each frame, and maintain a global counter
to count the number of consecutive frames that contain faces. If the
face can be detected in more than 50 consecutive frames, we cut the
raw video into a new clip. In addition to the regular color videos,
our dataset also includes a ground truth foreground mask for each
frame. We manually label the foreground region of the rst frame
of each video clip, then use Siammask E (Chen and Tsotsos 2019)
to track the foreground object and generate the foreground mask
for the video clip. In addition, we also provide the detected feature
points in each frame and their correspondences in the next frame.
Finally, for each frame, we provide the dense 3D face mesh ed
using (Zhu et al. 2019). In Fig. 4, we show some video stills, the
corresponding foreground masks, the background feature points
and the 3D face mesh from our dataset. Our dataset will be made
publicly available upon publication.
4.2 Foreground Detection Network
Since we have the ground truth mask for our sele video dataset,
training a binary segmentation network is straightforward. We
train an FCN8s network proposed in (Long et al. 2015) for this
segmentation task. Although there are more advanced structure
for segmentation (Chao et al. 2019; Nekrasov et al. 2018), we nd
that FCN8s achieves satisfactory results for our application. e
input of the network is the raw RGB frame, and the output is the
binary segmentation mask M mentioned in Sec. 3.2. e training
uses Adam optimizer with a 10−3 learning rate and a binary cross
entropy loss. Figure 5 provides examples of the inferred masks
on video frames outside our dataset. Note that the inferred mask
does not perfectly indicate the foreground region, but it is accurate
enough to distinguish the foreground and the background.
4.3 Stabilization Network
For a video with T frames, we are able to detect T − 1 groups of
feature points Pt and their correspondences in the next frame Qt+1
using the KLT tracking mentioned in Sec. 3.1. For each frame, we
seek to infer the displacement of warp nodes Q̂t − Qt so that the
overall motion of the video is minimized. Formally, the loss function
for the background can be wrien as
Lb =
T−1∑
t=1
W (Pt ;Qt , Q̂t ) − Q̂t+12 (1)
whereW (Pt ;Qt , Q̂t ) is the MLS warping function as mentioned in
Sec. 3.2. Note that here we apply the MLS warping function to a
group of feature points, i.e., each column of Pt are treated as the
coordinates of a pixel and warped by all the warp nodes according
to Algorithm 1. Since the Pt ’s correspondence Qt+1 are the warp
nodes for the next frame, so here we should directly use their new
position Q̂t+1.
Similarly, we can also dene the foreground loss function using
the face vertices:
Lf =
T−1∑
t=1
W (Ft ;Qt , Q̂t ) −W (Ft+1;Qt+1, Q̂t+1)2 (2)
In this equation, the dierence with Eq. 1 is that the face vertices in
the next frame t + 1 are warped by the warp nodes Qt+1.
We also introduce a value λ to control the weighting of fore-
ground stabilization and background stabilization. e complete
loss function is dened as:
L = (1 − λ)Lb + λLf (3)
In Eq. (3), the value λ ∈ (0, 1) controls the stabilization focus on
foreground versus background. A larger λ means that we tend to
stabilize the face more, and a smaller λ means we tend to stabilize
the background more. Our method uses λ = 0.3 by default and
stabilizes the video automatically. e user can also change the
value online during the stabilization. In the supplementary video,
we will show an example of our network seamlessly handling the
changing λ during the stabilization.
Network Structure Our network structure is inspired by the 2D
autoencoder network structure. However, there are two major
problems to solve before the 2D autoencoder can be used in the
context of sele videos. First, the input dimension does not match
the network structure: we only have sparse feature points instead of
a dense optical ow image. Second, the vanilla autoencoder does not
provide control over the foreground and background stabilization.
To solve these problems, we design our network as a 1D autoencoder
with two input branches. We demonstrate our network structure
in Fig. 6. For simplicity, we will omit the batch dimension in the
discussion. For each frame, the feature points Pt ∈ R2×512 and
Qt ∈ R2×512 mentioned in Sec. 3.1 are concatenated in the row
dimension, resulting in a frame feature tensorXt ∈ R4×512 as shown
in Fig. 6 A©. We concatenate the frame feature tensor ofT − 1 frames,
forming the feature branch input tensor X ∈ R4(T−1)×512 shown
in Fig. 6 B©. Similarly, we concatenate the face vertices into the
face branch input tensor Y ∈ R4(T−1)×512. Tensor X and Y are
encoded separately with 1D convolutional layers (Figs. 6 C© and D©),
which only convolve with the last dimension of the tensors. e
number of lters in each layer is multiple of a base number C . e
resulting output tensor sizes are noted in the table on the right in
Fig. 6. e encoded tensor from dierent downsample levels are
weighted by λ and concatenated for skip connection to decoders
(Fig 6 E©), so that the stabilization of foreground and background
can be controlled by the user input λ. Note that the order of feature
points does not aect the network, since we train the network
with randomly sampled feature points and face vertices and the
encoder downsamples the input and essentially blends the feature
points regardless their original order. e decoder generates the
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Fig. 6. Our stabilization network structure. On the le we show a sequence of input frames. A© The feature points and their correspondences in the next frame are
concatenated as a 4 × 512 tensor. B© The tensors in the same window are concatenated to a large 4(T − 1) × 512 tensor. The same operation is done for face vertices.
The output of C© the feature branch and D© the face branch of our network are weighted by λ and concatenated. E© The decoder outputs the displacements of the
warp nodes. The layer parameters are listed on the right hand side.
displacements of the warp nodes. Note that for a length T video,
we do not warp the rst frame and last frame. e reason is that
the goal of video stabilization is to smooth the original motion, not
to eliminate the motion. Our network is eectively inferring the
warp eld for the intermediateT − 2 frames and stabilizes the video
instead of aligning all the frames.
Linear Network Our network does not contain activation layers,
which is dierent from conventional neural networks. Conventional
neural networks contain activation layers to introduce non-linearity.
However, in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), we dene the loss function directly on
feature points detected in the image. is physically based denition
requires the linear relationship between the input and the output of
the stabilization network. Intuitively, N times larger feature point
coordinates indicates N times longer motion vector, therefore the
output displacement that compensates the motion should also be
N times larger. We conducted experiments on the network with
activation layers added. In Table 2, we will show that our linear
network produces beer results than the network with activation
layers.
Note that the linear relationship between input and output can
be posed as a matrix-vector product, i.e., n = Am where A ∈
R1024(T−1)×4096(T−1) is a large matrix that transforms concatenated
and reshaped input feature points and face verticesm ∈ R4096(T−1)×1
to reshaped warp node displacements n ∈ R1024(T−1)×1. e opti-
mization problem equivalent to our network training can be dened
as:
min
A
L(m,n), (4)
where L is the loss function dened in Eq. 3. Solving this problem
directly is dicult and prohibitive in the video stabilization for the
following reasons. First, the matrix A is dense and the problem
is highly under-determined. Second, the loss function we dened
involves non-linear moving least squares warping; the problem
cannot be solved using a simple linear system solver as in (Liu
et al. 2013). Finally, the problem has to be solved for each sliding
window in the online video stabilization, making it impossible to
achieve real-time performance. On the other hand, the linear neural
network has two advantages compared to posing the problem as
an optimization. First, the convolutional layers contain only small
kernels; the concatenation of layers is equivalent to decomposing
the dense matrix into a series of sparse matrices which is easier
to solve through backpropagation and gradient descent. Second,
the network implicitly provides regularization by training on a
large dataset; using a pretrained network avoids the overing
problem in the optimization and also enables computational real-
time performance.
Another way to pose the stabilization process as an optimization
problem is to directly solve for the warp node displacement Q̂t −Qt
to minimize the non-linear loss function L. Although this formula-
tion is tractable, it suers from the overing problem since our
feature points are sparse. Using this formulation in real-time video
stabilization is also prohibitive due to its speed, since we need to
conduct non-linear optimization for each sliding window. We will
discuss its results in detail in Table 3.
Training To train the stabilization network, we randomly draw
a length T segment of sele video from our dataset. e feature
points and face vertices in each frame are perturbed by random ane
transformation with rotation between [−10◦, 10◦] and translation
between [−50, 50] except the rst frame and the last frame. We also
generate a random λ value between (0, 1). e training uses Adam
optimizer with a 10−4 learning rate. e loss function is dened in
(3).
4.4 Sliding Window
Since the stabilization network only takes xed length video seg-
ments, to apply to arbitrary length sele videos, we apply a sliding
window scheme. We demonstrate our sliding window scheme in
Fig. 7. Each window is marked by the same color, which is the input
to our network for the window. Consider window 1 as an example.
e outputs of our stabilization network are the displacements of the
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Fig. 7. The sliding window scheme of our method. The inputs of our network
for each window are marked with the same color. For each window, the second
frame is stabilized. The background feature points and the foreground face
vertices are updated accordingly and become the next window’s input.
Fig. 8. The 25 selfie video examples used for testing, referred to in Sec. 6.
These videos are selected to cover a variety of challenging scenarios in real
applications.
Fig. 9. The visual comparison and stabilization speed comparison of dierent
number of warp nodes in our method. The artifacts are marked by the red box.
warp nodes Q̂2, Q̂3 and Q̂4 as we discussed in the network structure.
To stabilize frame 2, we use the MLS warp functionW (v;Q2, Q̂2)
to warp frame 2. We then warp the feature points and face vertices
usingW (P1;Q1, Q̂1) andW (F1;Q1, Q̂1), since warping the frame
leads to updated positions of the original feature points and face
vertices. e updated feature points and face vertices become a part
of window 2, which is the next window starting at frame 2. In our
experiment, we use a sliding window with length T = 5.
5 WARPING ACCELERATION
As discussed in Sec. 3, using the MLS warping with 512 warp nodes
in our case is impractical for real-time application. To accelerate the
warping speed, for the nal rendering of the frame, we use a grid
to approximate the warp eld generated by MLS warping. Denote
a grid vertex in frame t by gj ∈ R2×1, where j is the index of grid
vertices. Each pixel v can be dened by the bilinear interpolation of
the enclosing four grid vertices, denoted by G ∈ R2×4:
v = GD (5)
where D ∈ R4×1 is the vector of bilinear weights.
In the rst step of rendering, we warp the grid vertices with warp
nodes Qt and their target coordinates Q̂t :
ĝj =W (gj ;Qt , Q̂t ) (6)
Since the grid vertices are sparse, warping with MLS is computa-
tionally ecient. We then densely warp the pixels v using the MLS
warped grid coordinates:
v̂ = ĜD (7)
where Ĝ consists of the transformed enclosing four grid vertices ĝj .
is step contains only one matrix operation, which can be com-
puted at a real-time rate. In our experiment, we nd the dierence
between the results generated with the dense MLS warping and our
grid approximation is negligible. Our method is also not sensitive to
the selection of the grid size. In our experiment, we use a grid with
size 20 × 20. We implemented the grid warping on GPU by parallel
sampling the grid with a pixel-wise dense grid, generating a dense
warp eld. We then use the dense warp eld to sample the video
frame, generating the warped frame. Our implementation of this
process takes approximately 4ms/frame, compared to the 1s/frame
ground truth dense MLS warping.
6 RESULTS
In this section, we present the results of our method. Note that our
dataset is cut from a small number of long vlog videos, therefore
the faces are from a limited number of people. Some videos in our
dataset also do not actually need to be stabilized (e.g., still camera
video). To show the eectiveness and the ability of generalization
of our method, we collect 25 new sele videos for testing that con-
tain a variety of challenging scenarios in real applications, and are
completely separate from our training dataset. ese testing exam-
ples are shown in Fig. 8. e background scenes vary from indoor
(example 16, 18, 19), inside of cars (example 7, 12), city (example 1,
2, 8, 9, 10, 13, 15, 21, 22, 23), crowd (example 2, 3, 9, 10, 16, 23, 24)
and wild (example 4, 5, 6, 11, 14, 17, 20, 24, 25). Some of these videos
are selected since their content is technically challenging. ese
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Fig. 10. The visual comparison of dierent values of λ in our method and the state-of-the-art real-time face stabilizaiton method Steadiface (Shi et al. 2019) using
the example videos provided in their work. The images shown are the average of 15 consecutive frames. The face regions and the background regions of the input, the
corresponding regions of Steadiface (Shi et al. 2019) and our method are shown in the insets on the right.
Fig. 11. The visual comparison of bundled camera paths (Liu et al. 2013), selfie video stabilization (Yu and Ramamoorthi 2018), MeshFlow (Liu et al. 2016), deep
online video stabilization (Wang et al. 2019), deep iterative frame interpolation (Choi and Kweon 2020) and our method. The details of the face regions are shown in
the insets on the right. We recommend readers to zoom in and observe the details in the images.
challenges include lack of background features (example 6, 7, 12,
15), dynamic background (example 2, 3, 9, 10, 16, 23, 24), sunglasses
(example 4, 7, 14, 15, 21), large foreground occlusion (example 13,
16, 20, 22), face cannot be detected or incomplete face (example 8,
9, 13, 16, 18, 20, 22), multiple faces (example 6, 14) and intense mo-
tions (example 1, 23). Since the dynamics cannot be shown through
video stills, we recommend readers to watch our supplementary
video. In the supplementary video, we show the example video clips
and our stabilized result side by side. As mentioned in Sec. 2, we
also provide visual and quantitative comparison with the oine
sele video stabilization (Yu and Ramamoorthi 2018), the real-time
sele video stabilization Steadiface (Shi et al. 2019), the real-time
general video stabilizaion MeshFlow (Liu et al. 2016), the oine
general video stabilization bundled camera paths (Liu et al. 2013)
and the state-of-the-art learning-based methods (Choi and Kweon
2020) and (Wang et al. 2019). Since our examples do not contain
gyroscope data, we compare with Steadiface (Shi et al. 2019) using
only the examples provided in their paper.
6.1 Pipeline Parameters
e number of warp nodes (feature points)e computational
performance of our method greatly depends on the number of warp
nodes. Note that we use the feature points as the warp nodes,
therefore the number of warp nodes is equivalent to the number
of feature points. In the motion detection stage of our pipeline,
tracking more feature points requires more processing time, leading
to slower stabilization speed. However, if the warp nodes are too
sparse in the frame, the possibility of local distortion increases.
We provide the average per-frame stabilization time using 128, 512
and 1024 warp nodes and the corresponding warped frames in
Fig. 9. In Fig. 9, using 128 warp nodes results in distortion near
the foreground/background bundaries. is is because in the MLS
warping, the warp nodes are implicitly constrained by each other.
Fewer constraints reduce the robustness of the warping. An isolated
warp node, if tracked mistakenly, introduces local distortion. In our
experiment, we select 512 warp nodes since it is a good balance
between computational speed and warp quality.
Value of λ In Fig. 10 we show the eect of dierent values of λ. We
stabilize the same video clip with λ set to 0.3 and 0.9 respectively.
To show the steadiness of the result, we average 15 consecutive
frames of the stabilized video. e less blurry the averaged region is,
the more stable the region in the stabilized result. For λ = 0.9, the
face regions are less blurry as shown in the green inset, indicating
that our network automatically focuses on stabilizing the face. If
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Fig. 12. antitative comparison of bundled camera paths (Liu et al. 2013), selfie video stabilization (Yu and Ramamoorthi 2018), MeshFlow (Liu et al. 2016), deep
online video stabilization (Wang et al. 2019), deep iterative frame interpolation (Choi and Kweon 2020) and our method. In these metrics, a larger value indicates a
beer result. The x-axis represents the indexes of the example videos listed in Fig. 8. The average values over all the example videos are listed on the right.
we set λ = 0.3, the background regions are less blurry as shown
in the cyan inset meaning that the background is more stable. In
our experiment, we use a default value of λ = 0.3, meaning that we
stabilize both foreground and background while mainly focusing
on the background.
6.2 Visual Comparison
We show sample frames from our examples and the stabilized re-
sults in Fig. 11. Our method stabilizes the frames without intro-
ducing visual distortions. e real-time general video stabiliza-
tion method (Liu et al. 2016) and oine general video stabilization
method (Liu et al. 2013) usually produce artifacts on the face, since
they do not distinguish the foreground and the background. Sele
videos are also challenging for the optical ow estimation in Mesh-
Flow (Liu et al. 2016), since the motion within a mesh cell can be
signicantly dierent due to the foreground occlusion. e learning
based method (Wang et al. 2019) generally does not produce local
distortions, but tends to generate unstable output video. Due to the
accuracy issue in optical ow and frame interpolation, the other
learning based method (Choi and Kweon 2020) generates artifacts,
especially near the occlusion boundaries like face boundaries. ese
artifacts are more obvious when observed dynamically in videos.
We recommend the readers to watch the supplementary video for
beer visual comparison. We also achieve the same quality visual re-
sults as the previous optimization based sele video stabilization (Yu
and Ramamoorthi 2018). However, our method is learning-based
and runs at the real-time speed, which is orders of magnitude faster
compared to their method as we will discuss in Sec. 6.7.
We also test our method on the examples in Steadiface (Shi
et al. 2019), which is the state-of-the-art real-time face stabiliza-
tion method. e images shown on the le of Fig. 10 are the average
consecutive 15 frames of their results. If we set λ = 0.9 in our
method (mainly stabilize the face), we are able to achieve beer face
alignment without using the gyroscope information. In addition, we
can alternatively set λ = 0.3 in the stabilization network. e back-
ground becomes signicantly more stable than the Steadiface (Shi
et al. 2019) results and our λ = 0.9 results in the averaged frames,
indicating that our method is capable of stabilizing the background.
Figure 10 also indicates that stabilizing the background (λ = 0.3)
leads to a slight sacrice of face stability, since the motion of the
foreground and background is dierent. In our supplementary video,
we will show that this loss of face stability is visually unnoticeable.
6.3 antitative comparison
We use the three quantitative metrics proposed in (Liu et al. 2013)
to evaluate the frame size preservation (Cropping), visual distortion
(Distortion) and steadiness (Stability) of the stabilization result. Note
that since Steadiface (Shi et al. 2019) require gyroscope information
to stabilize the video, the quantitative comparison with their method
is conducted using their videos and will be discussed in Fig. 13 B©.
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Fig. 13. antitative comparison with A© selfie video stabilization (Yu and
Ramamoorthi 2018) and B© Steadiface (Shi et al. 2019) using their datasets
respectively. The average values over the entire datasets are ploed. In all the
three metrics, a larger value indicates a beer result.
In the top row of Fig. 12, we show the croppingmetric comparison.
A larger value represents a larger frame size of the stabilized result.
Although (Yu and Ramamoorthi 2018) uses second order derivative
objective, their nal frame size is limited by the motion of the entire
video. Our sliding window scheme only warps the frames with
respect to the temporally local motion, so we are still able to achieve
similar cropping value while directly using the explicit motion loss
in Eq. (3). e frame size of our result is also signicantly greater
than (Liu et al. 2016), (Wang et al. 2019) and (Liu et al. 2013), since
the artifacts in their results oen cause over-cropping in the nal
video. Since (Choi and Kweon 2020) is based on frame interpolation,
their cropping score is by default equal to 1. However, (Choi and
Kweon 2020) is essentially an oine method requiring multiple
iterations over the entire video. In the following discussions, we
will show that their distortion and stability score is much worse
than ours.
In the second row of Fig. 12, we show the distortion metric. is
metric measures the anisotropic scaling of the stabilized frame. A
larger value indicates that the visual appearance of the result is
more similar to the input video. Since we warp the frame with grid
approximated moving least squares, minimal anisotropic scale was
introduced to the result. e MeshFlow method (Liu et al. 2016) and
bundled camera paths (Liu et al. 2013) introduces unexpected local
distortion to the frame, which leads to the negative impact on the
distortion value. e learning based methods (Wang et al. 2019) and
(Choi and Kweon 2020) cannot generalize to sele videos. ey also
produce visual artifacts that lead to even worse distortion values
comparing to optimization based methods (Liu et al. 2016, 2013).
e boom row of Fig. 12 shows the stability metric comparison.
A larger stability metric indicates a more stable result. is is the
most important metric for video stabilization. Comparing with the
input (the yellow bar on the le of each example), our method sig-
nicantly increases the stability in the result. Our method achieves
a comparable result with the optimization based method (Yu and
Ramamoorthi 2018) with orders of magnitude improvement in stabi-
lization speed. We also achieve beer stability than (Choi and Kweon
2020; Liu et al. 2016, 2013; Wang et al. 2019), which is expected since
their visual result is not satisfactory as shown in Fig. 11.
To further verify the performance of our method, we also test our
method on the sele videos provided in (Yu and Ramamoorthi 2018)
and (Shi et al. 2019). Figure 13 shows the average values of the three
Table 2. antitative results from dierent network designs. In this table,
C is the number of filters in the first layer of our network depicted in Fig. 6
C=32 Cropping Distortion Stability
No activation 0.85 0.95 0.56
Leaky ReLU 0.90 0.97 0.48
Tanh 0.87 0.97 0.50
C=64 Cropping Distortion Stability
No activation 0.86 0.96 0.57
Leaky ReLU 0.92 0.98 0.52
Tanh 0.85 0.96 0.52
C=128 Cropping Distortion Stability
No activation 0.88 0.97 0.60
Leaky ReLU 0.91 0.97 0.57
Tanh 0.89 0.96 0.52
Table 3. Linear Network vs. Direct Optimization
Methods Cropping Distortion Stability
Direct Optimization 0.91 0.93 0.40
Our Linear Network 0.88 0.97 0.60
metrics above on the sele video dataset proposed by A© (Yu and
Ramamoorthi 2018) and B© (Shi et al. 2019). Again, our result has a
quantitative performance comparable with (Yu and Ramamoorthi
2018). Our method also performs beer than (Shi et al. 2019) without
using the gyroscope information.
6.4 Network Design
Non-linear layers As discussed in Sec. 4.3, unlike conventional
neural networks, our stabilization network does not contain non-
linear activation layers. To justify this design, we added dierent
types of activation layers aer each convolutional layer in our net-
work and compare the result with our original network design. To
allow negative values in the network feature vectors, we select leaky
ReLU and Tanh in our experiments. Table 2 shows the averaged
quantitative result over the examples in Fig. 8 using the networks
with leaky ReLU (with negative slope 0.2), tanh and no activation
layers (our original design). For the stability metric that is the most
important, it can be observed that non-linear activation layers un-
dermine the performance comparing to our original network design
with the same base number of lters C . e reason for this perfor-
mance degradation is that the non-linear layers break the linear
input/output relationship requirement discussed in Sec. 4.3.
Since our network is linear, an obvious question is whether we
need a convolutional network at all. In Sec. 4.3, we rst note that the
objective function L is non-linear, so a simple least squares linear
solver such as in (Liu et al. 2013) cannot be used. We also discuss
possible ways to formulate the system as a non-linear optimization
problem. We conduct an experiment in which we optimize our
loss function Eq. 3 directly over the feature points (warp nodes)
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Table 4. Ablation Study
Ablation Cropping Distortion Stability
No Foreground Detection 0.89 0.95 0.52
Full Pipeline 0.88 0.97 0.60
Table 5. Input Video Frame Size Comparison
Frame Sizes Cropping Distortion Stability
HD (1280 × 720) 0.87 0.95 0.59
FHD (1920 × 1080) 0.87 0.96 0.58
832 × 448 0.88 0.97 0.60
instead of network weights. We optimize 1000 iterations using
Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba 2014) with lr = 10−1, β1 = 0.9 and
β2 = 0.99 for each 5-frame sliding window. Note that the runtime
of this optimization is prohibitive for pratical use, since it requires
an average of 20 seconds to stabilize each frame. We show the
quantitative comparison of this optimization result with the result
generated by our linear network in Table 3. Although our network is
linear, it performs signicantly beer than direct optimization. is
is expected; since the input feature points are sparsely distributed
and the distribution varies frame from frame, blindly overing to
the feature points in each sliding window will result in temporal
inconsistency. Our linear network provides implicit regularization
for this process since it is trained over a variety of feature point
distributions. erefore, this comparison proves that using the linear
network is necessary and can produce signicantly beer results
than optimization.
Number of lters To show the eect of the number of lters used
in each layer of the network, in Table 2 we include the quantitative
results with dierent numbers of lters in the input layer, i.e., C =
32, 64, 128. In general, the larger number of lters in the network,
the beer the results. is conclusion also applies to the networks
with non-linear activation layers, but the eect is more signicant
for the leaky ReLU activated network. For the even more non-linear
network with tanh layers, the performance saturates quickly with a
greater number of lters C . In this paper, we use C = 128 in all the
experiments.
6.5 Ablation Study
We performed an ablation study by removing foreground mask
detection stage in our pipeline. is experiment means that we are
essentially using all the feature points from both foreground and
background, even if the foreground feature tracking is not reliable.
e stability score is signicantly smaller than our full pipeline that
separates the foreground and background. However, note that even
without foreground mask detection, we still outperform comparison
optimization basedmethods (Liu et al. 2016, 2013). is also indicates
that using the network is necessary for the video stabilization task.
6.6 Video Frame Size
e previously discussed results are tested with videos with frame
size 832 × 448. Since our network only takes feature point/head
vertices as the input, it is scalable with dierent frame sizes. We
Table 6. Runtime Comparison
Methods Average stabilization time(per frame)
Ours 38ms
[Yu et.al. 2018] 4720ms
(Liu et al. 2013) 392ms
(Shi et al. 2019) 8ms
(Liu et al. 2016) 20ms
(Wang et al. 2019) 28ms
(Choi and Kweon 2020) 67ms
tested our network with standard video resolutions (i.e., HD 1280 ×
720 and Full HD 1920 × 1080) and compare the quantitative results
with the 832 × 448 input, shown in Table 5. In these experiments,
we resize the frame to 832 × 448 for faster feature detection and
foreground/face detection. In the warping stage, we rescale the
feature points and the output of our network. Our network is able
to handle higher resolution videos, and the result quality is similar
to previously discussed results with frame size 832 × 448.
6.7 Stabilization Speed
We show the average stabilization speed of the comparison methods
and our method in Table 6. On average, our method uses 38ms
to stabilize a frame. Our code is wrien in Python and runs on
a desktop computer with an NVIDIA 2080Ti graphics card. e
break down of runtime is 3ms for foreground mask detection, 7ms
for the feature detector, 3ms for KLT tracking, 16ms for face mesh
detection, 5ms for stabilization network inference, less than 1ms
for MLS grid approximation and 4ms for frame warping. For dif-
ferent video resolutions, since we rescale the feature points, the
only operation for which the speed is impacted is the grid warping.
However, since the grid warping is implemented on the GPU, the
dierence is subtle: 4ms for HD and 6ms for FHD. e overall speed
is around 40ms/frame for HD and 42ms/frame for FHD. Our method
is nearly two orders of magnitude faster than the previous sele
video stabilization (Yu and Ramamoorthi 2018), and nearly an order
of magnitude faster than the traditional optimization based general
video stabilization (Liu et al. 2013). Our method is also nearly two
times faster than the deep frame interpolation method (Choi and
Kweon 2020), since their network involves 2D convolutions. Also
note that (Choi and Kweon 2020) is an oine method requiring
future frames and multiple iterations through the entire video.
Although our method is slightly slower than MeshFlow (Liu et al.
2016) and deep multi-grid warping (Wang et al. 2019), we have
shown in Sec. 6.2, Sec. 6.3 and supplementary video that our method
produces signicantly beer results than theirs. Our method is also
slower than Steadiface (Shi et al. 2019). However, our method is
a purely soware video stabilization and requires no gyroscope
information, which is not available on some devices, e.g., action
cameras. Our method is also able to stabilize the background in
addition to the face. is makes our approach usually yield visually
more stable results as we will show in our supplementary video. As
we discussed earlier in Sec. 2, ourmethod essentiallymore accurately
models the frame motion than Steadiface (Shi et al. 2019). erefore
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their method does not generate comparable quality as our method.
Also note that our method also runs at a real-time speed without
any aempt to optimize the implementation. We believe that the
speed of our pipeline can be further improved by using the GPU
memory sharing between feature detection/tracking and neural
network operations to avoid repetitive data transferring between
CPU and GPU.
6.8 Limitation
Our method fails if very few feature points are detected in the back-
ground, since our method requires a reasonable number of warp
nodes to warp the frame. ese cases include very dark environ-
ments, purewhitewalls and blue sky. is is a common limitation for
feature tracking based methods (Goldstein and Faal 2012; Grund-
mann et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2009, 2011, 2013). In our method, this
can be solved by replacing the feature tracking with the optical ow
algorithm with appropriate accuracy and real-time performance.
7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a real-time learning based sele video sta-
bilization method that stabilizes the foreground and background at
the same time. Our method uses the face mesh vertices to represent
the motion of the foreground and the 2D feature points as the means
of background motion detection and the warp nodes of the MLS
warping. We designed a two branch 1D linear convolutional neural
network that directly infers the warp nodes displacement from the
feature points and face vertices. We also propose a grid approxi-
mation to the dense moving least squares that enables our method
to run at a real-time rate. Our method generates both visually and
quantitatively beer results than previous real-time general video
stabilization methods and comparable results to the previous sele
video stabilization method with a speed improvement of orders of
magnitude.
Our work opens up the door to high-quality real-time stabiliza-
tion of sele videos on mobile devices. Moreover, we believe that
our sele video dataset will inspire and provide a platform for a
variety of graphics and vision research related to face modeling and
video processing. In the future, we would explore the possibility of
learning based sele video frame completion using our proposed
sele video dataset.
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